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cadXtract

the powerful tool to extract processing data from 3D CAD drawings

What is cadXtract?
cadXtract is an analysis software program that generates
CAM-compatible processing-data from your 3D CAD models
by extracting the geometrical information.

How cadXtract works
-

cadXtract imports 3D construction models
analyzes several parts in one file in one step
relevant faces from the construction models are detected
extracts the dimensioning and the cross section of the profile
detects type, direction and dimension of the works
recognizes standard CAM works (drills, pockets, notches...)
recognizes special operations as free milling contours
exports analyzed data in the NCX format and direct to camQuix

Function overview of cadXtract

Using macros in cadXtract

-

Using macros is a very useful function in cadXtract. Once defined,
they will be recognized by the geometric pattern of a group of
works, or by a specific color of the work.

extract the work data out of a 3D model
metric and inch units including conversion
manual changes of recognized works are possible
3D graphical control of the detected works
up to 90% less work preparation time
add new cross-sections to the profile-database
known profiles will be recognized automatically
groups of operations can be recognized as macros
export to camQuix, NCX or other formats

cadXtract and camQuix: a perfect Team

The macro definitions can have processing technology information
added in the subsequent CAM system, which from then on solves
the problem of purely geometrical data coming from the 3D
construction file.
The processing technology gap is closed!

Get more !
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Increase your productivity with a highquality programing system containing the
intelligence and performance of 25 years'
experience in the direct control of
machining centers.
cadXtract is the top level analyzing
software to convert your 3D models into
NC code.

